
Little Feet collection and drop off policy 

Dropping off 

Please try to arrive at your agreed time. Due to Ofsted ratios and our opening and 

closing hours, if you arrive early we may not be ready or able to look after your child. 

Please also take care not to be late as sometimes we have school drop offs or planned 

outings to go on and may not be able to wait for you. If you are going to be late or need 

an early drop off time, please contact us as soon as you know to arrange this.  

Collection 

Similarly to above, please try to stick to your planned timings for collection. Young 

children can get easily distressed if there is a change to their routine. If you plan to 

collect earlier than usual, please be aware that the cost will be the same as usual as you 

are charged for the booked hours. Please telephone ahead of an early pick up to ensure 

we are back from any outings. If you are running late, please contact us as soon as you 

can so we can re assure your child and make plans for extended care (if possible). If we 

are unable to provide extended care out of your normal booked hours, we will contact 

adults from the agreed ‘emergency contact’ list you give when you register your child 

with us to see if they can collect your child.  

If your child is not collected within one hour from the original agreed collection time and 

you and the emergency contacts have been contacted numerous times and we have not 

heard from you or anyone on the emergency contact list we will contact the Local 

Authority duty social worker and follow their advice. In the event of a terror or national 

attack the procedure may differ, please see separate policy on this.  

Late fees are outlined in our fees policy.  

You will need to give at least two emergency contacts when you register your child with 

us and sign the Little Feet contract. It would be helpful if you could give us photos of the 

named persons so we can refer to them for identification if they pick up your child. If 

there is an emergency situation and the named emergency contact cannot pick up your 

child and you arrange for someone else to pick up, you will need to contact us to give us 

their name and a password we can use with them to ensure it is the correct person. 

In the event of divorced or separated parents, under the Children Act 1989, parents are 

still able to have contact with their children unless a Court Order has been issued. We 

are unable to prevent a parent from collection unless a Court Order has been issued. If a 

Court Order has been issued it is imperative that we are informed of this.  

If a parent is acting in a violent way or turns up in a manner that is unfit to take care of 

the child in our care, we are within our rights to keep the children until the other parent 

arrives or one of the emergency contacts. This right is justified under Section 3(5) of the 

Children Act, which states that a person who is caring for a child may ‘do what is 

reasonable in all circumstances of the case for the purpose of safeguarding the child’s 

welfare.’ 
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